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Abstract
Unit disk graphs are the intersection graphs of unit diameter disks in the Euclidean plane. Rec-
ognizing unit disk graph is an important geometric problem, and has many application areas.
In general, this problem is shown to be ∃R-complete. In some applications, the objects that
correspond to unit disks, have predefined (geometrical) structures to be placed on. Hence, many
scientists attacked this problem by restricting the domain for the centers of the disks. One ex-
ample to such applications is wireless sensor networks, where each disk corresponds to a wireless
sensor node, and a pair of intersecting disks correspond to a pair of sensors being able to commu-
nicate with each other. It is usually assumed that the nodes have identical sensing ranges, and
thus unit disk graph model is used to model problems concerning wireless sensor networks. In
this paper, we also attack the unit disk recognition problem on a restricted domain, by assuming
a scenario where the wireless sensor nodes are deployed on the corridors of a building. Based on
this scenario, we impose a geometric constraint such that the unit disks must be centered onto
given straight lines. We show that deciding whether there exists a realization of a given graph as
unit disk graphs on straight lines is NP-hard, even if the given lines are parallel to either x-axis
or y-axis. Moreover, we remark that if the straight lines are not given, then the problem becomes
∃R-complete.
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1 Introduction
An intersection graph is a graph that models the intersections among geometric objects. In
the graph, each vertex corresponds to a geometric object, and each edge corresponds to a
pair of intersecting geometric objects. A unit disk graph is the intersection graph of a set
of unit disks in the Euclidean plane. Major NP-hard problems, such as chromatic number,
independent set, and dominating set remain hard when unit disk model is used [6, 7, 12]. We
are particularly interested in recognition problem on the unit disks i.e. given a simple graph,
deciding whether there exists an embedding of disks onto plane which corresponds to the
graph. This problem is shown to be NP-hard [10], and even ∃R-complete [21] in general.
Motivation
A major application area of unit disk graphs is wireless sensor networks, since it is an
accurate model of communicating wireless sensor nodes with identical range [4]. When two
sensor nodes are close enough to communicate one another, there is a communication link
between them. This link corresponds to an edge in the unit disk graph. Determining the
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positions of the sensor nodes, i.e. network localization corresponds to an embedding of the
corresponding unit disk graph. When equipped with proper devices, each sensor node is able
to measure distance between itself and the nodes it communicates with [1]. The obtained
distances are encoded as edge weights in the corresponding graph. The unique realization
of an edge-weighted unit disk graph with can be found if the given graph is redundantly
rigid [4]. However, the obtained distances are usually not precise in practice, and thus it
is not feasible to rely on distances while finding the positions of sensor nodes [14]. In our
study, we ignore the distances, and consider the recognition of unit disk graphs without edge
weights.
In a wireless sensor network, the sensor nodes in a wireless network are deployed on
bounded areas [3, 11]. Thus, it becomes more interesting to observe the behavior of the unit
disk graph recognition problem when the domain is restricted [2, 9, 13, 20]. An example to a
restricted domain is when the disks are centered between two parallel straight lines [9]. If
the Euclidean distance between these lines is at most
√
3/2, then the recognition problem
becomes tractable [9,18]. Such a setting can be perceived as a model of wireless sensor nodes
that are deployed in a corridor. Our motivation is based on this setting. We assume that the
sensor nodes are deployed onto the corridors in a building, and the floor plans are available.
We model the corridors on a floor as straight lines, and consider the recognition problem
where the unit disks are centered on given straight lines. We show that this problem is
NP-hard, even when the given straight lines are either vertical or horizontal i.e. any pair of
lines are either parallel, or perpendicular with respect to each other.
Related work
Breu and Kirkpatrick showed that the unit disk graph recognition problem is NP-hard [10].
Ross and Tobias extended this result and proved that the problem is also ∃R-complete [21].
Aspnes et al. showed that, even when we know the precise pairwise distances between the
adjacent vertices in a unit disk graph, it is NP-hard to find a unique embedding of unit
disks [5].1 Kuhn et al. showed that finding a “good” embedding is not approximable when the
problem is parameterized by the maximum distance between any pair of disks’ centers [22].
Besides the recognition problem, there are other famous combinatorial problems that remain
NP-hard when the input graph is restricted to be a unit disk graph. Some of these problems
are, but not limited to, maximum independent set [12], k-coloring [16], minimum dominating
set [24], and Hamiltonian cycle [19].
Ito and Kadoshita tackled the above mentioned problems by restricting the domain by
assuming that the unit disks are centered in a square-shaped region with fixed area [20].
They found out that some of these problems, namely, Hamiltonian cycle and k-coloring are
fixed-parameter tractable, whereas maximum independent set and the minimum dominating
set are both W[1]-complete. The result of [20] is a nice example to show that restricting the
domain does not cause radical changes on the complexities of major combinatorial problems.
But how does the recognition problem behave when the domain is restricted?
Intuitively, the most restricted domain for unit disk graphs is when the disks are centered
on a single straight line in the Euclidean plane. In this case, the disks become intervals on
the line, and they yield a unit interval graph [25]. To recognize whether a given graph is
unit interval graph is a linear-time task [8]. Breu studied the problem of unit disk graph
1 Note that this problem is different than embeddability of an edge weighted graph [26], since two disks
must intersect if their centers are close enough.
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recognition when each disk is centered on a “thick line” of width c [9]. In other words, the
disks are restricted to be centered in the area between two straight lines with Euclidean
distance c. Such a configuration is called a c-strip graph. He showed that the recognition
problem can be solved in polynomial-time with this constraint, when c ≤ √3/2. That is,
the mapping function for a given unit disk graph G = (V,E) is Σ : V → (−∞,+∞)× (0, c)
where 0 ≤ c ≤ √3/2. Later on, Hayashi et al. introduced the class of thin strip graphs [18].
A graph is a thin strip graph, if it is a c-strip graph for every c > 0. The main result of [18]
is that no constant t exists where the t-strip graphs are exactly thin strip graphs.
In our work, we introduce axes-parallel unit disk graphs. Our domain is restricted to be
the set of straight lines given by their equations. Given a simple graph, and a set of straight
lines, we ask the question “can this graph be realized as unit disks on the given straight
lines?” The answer to this question is “yes” if the given graph can be realized as unit disks,
onto the straight lines that are given as input. We show that even though these lines are
restricted to be parallel to either x-axis or y-axis, it is NP-hard to recognize whether G is an
axes-parallel unit disk graph.
Organization of the paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the basic terminology and
the notation used in this paper, and formally define the axes-parallel unit disk recognition
problem. In Section 3, we show that axes-parallel unit disk recognition is NP-hard. In
Section 4, we give a simple classification for axes-parallel unit disk graphs with some fixed
number of the horizontal and vertical lines. In Section 5, we describe some relevant results
derived from the NP-hardness result. Finally, we conclude our paper and list the open
problems in Section 6.
2 Basic terminology and notations
A unit disk around a point p is the set of points in the plane whose distance from p is one
unit. Two unit disks, centered at two points p and q, intersect when the Euclidean distance
between p and q is less than or equal to two units. A unit disk graph is the intersection graph
of unit disks in the Euclidean plane. A disk G = (V,E) is called a unit disk graph when
every vertex v ∈ V corresponds to a disk Dv in the Euclidean plane, and an edge uv ∈ E
exists when Du and Dv intersect.
In our proof, we use structural properties of some special subgraphs. An m-cycle, denoted
by Cm is a graph with m vertices u1, u2, . . . , um, and with the edges u1u2, u2u3, . . . , um−1um,
and umu1. An m-star is a complete bipartite graph with m+ 1 vertices; a vertex u with m
independent neighbors. u is called the central vertex of a star, and its m neighbors are called
the rays of the star. We denote an m-star by K1,m2. A K1,3 also called a claw. An m-star
with a central vertex u and m rays x1, . . . , vx is written as u;x1, . . . , xm. An m-sunlet is
a graph with 2m vertices; a central cycle U = (u1, . . . , um), and m independent vertices
X = (x1, . . . , xm) with edges x1u1, x2u2, . . . , xmum. We denote an m-sunlet by Im. An I3 is
also called a net. Anm-sun is a graph with 2m vertices; a central clique U = (u1, . . . , um), and
m ndependent vertices X = (x1, . . . , xm) with edges x1u1, x1u2, x2u2, x2u3, . . . xmumxmu1.
We denote an m-sun by Sm.
2 In some context, an m-star, means K1,m whereas in others, it means K1,m−1. In our paper, when we
write m-star, it means K1,m.
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Unit disk recognition problem is deciding whether a given graph G = (V,E) is a unit disk
graph. If there exists a mapping Σ : V → (R × R), such that each vertex is the center of
a unit disk without violating the intersection property. The mapping Σ is also called the
realization of G as unit disks. We use the domain of axes-parallel straight lines which is two
sets H and L = {`1, `2, . . . } of straight lines in 2D, where the angle between a pair of lines
is either 0 or pi/2. This implies that the equation of a straight line is either y = a if it is a
horizontal line, or x = b if it is a vertical line. Let us define two sets, H and V over R, where
H contains the Euclidean distance of each horizontal line from the x-axis, and V contains the
Euclidean distance of each vertical line from the y-axis. Thereby in the domain that we use,
each vertex is mapped onto either a vertical line, or onto a straight line. The sets H and V
are given as part of the input. We denote the class of axes-parallel unit disk graphs on k
horizontal and m vertical lines as APUD(k,m). Formally, we define the problem as follows.
I Definition 2.1 (Axes-parallel unit disk graph recognition on k horizontal and m vertical lines).
The input is a graph G = (V,E), where V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, and a two sets H,V ⊂ R of
real numbers where |H| = k and |V| = m. The task is to determine whether there exists a
mapping Σ : V → (R×H) ∪ (V × R) such that there is a realization of G in which u ∈ `Σ(u)
for each u ∈ V .
We prove that axes-parallel unit disk recognition (APUD(k,m) recognition) is NP-hard
by giving reduction from Not-all-equal 3-satisfiability (NAE3SAT) problem3. NEA3SAT is a
variation of 3SAT where three values in each clause are not all equal to each other [27]. Our
main theorem is as follows.
I Theorem 2.2. APUD(k,m) recognition problem can be solved in polynomial time if, and
only if, there is a polynomial time algorithm to solve NAE3SAT problem.
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is given in Section 3.
Before we move onto the hardness reduction, let us remark that this problem is not
exactly unit disk graph recognition problem. As the straight lines are given as a part of the
input, there might be some subgraphs which cannot be realized in the given configuration,
but can be realized in general. For instance, consider the configuration where each pair of
consecutive parallel lines have Euclidean distance more than 2 units. This indicates that
if a pair of disks are embedded on two parallel lines, then they do not intersect. In such a
configuration, neither a C5 nor an K1,5 can be realized. However, in general, both of these
subgraphs are not forbidden subgraphs for a unit disk graph.
We would also like to note that the hardness result for axes-parallel unit disk graph
recognition problem immediately raises an interesting question: “is the problem still hard
when there are no vertical lines?” Unfortunately, we do not have the answer to this particular
question in this manuscript, but we formally state the question as an open problem in
Section 5.
3 NP-hardness reduction
In this section, prove that axes-parallel unit disk graph recognition is NP-hard by giving a
reduction from Not-all-equal 3-satisfiability (NAE3SAT) problem. This general scheme is
called a logic engine, and it is used to prove hardness of several geometric problems [15].
3 This problem is the equivalent to the 2-coloring of 3-uniform hypergraphs. We choose to give the
reduction from NEA3SAT as it is more intuitive to construct for our problem
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An instance Φ of NAE3SAT contains conjunctions of clauses, where each clause is a
disjunction of three literals (or variables). The value of each literal is either true or false.
In each clause, there must be at least one literal whose value is true, and at least one
literal whose value is false. Schaefer’s dichotomy theorem shows that the problem remains
NP-hard even if there are no negated literals [27].
3.1 Construction of the straight lines
In the proof that we construct, we want the unit disks, which form the skeleton of the
configuration, to be embedded on straight lines up to an ε flexibility, where ε is sufficiently
small. The skeleton of the input graph is a subgraph of the input graph, in which clauses
and literals are not modeled, but the basis of the configuration is described. To accurately
describe the skeleton, we first build a “frame” by the help of four lines for each side of the
rectangular area.
Suppose that a NAE3SAT formula Φ is given with n literals, and m clauses. In our
configuration, there are two sets X and C of lines defined as X = {L, x1, x2, . . . xn, R}, and
C = {B,C ′1, C ′2, . . . , C ′m, α, C1, C2, . . . , Cm, T}. These lines are called horizontal lines and
vertical lines, respectively. As the names suggest, each horizontal line is parallel to x-axis,
and each vertical line is parallel to y-axis.
Note that each line is denoted by subscripted indices except five: L, R, B, T , and α.
These five lines help us to build the skeleton of the configuration. Let us begin with giving
their positions.
α : y = 0
L : x = 0
R : x = (4− ε)(n+ 1) where 0 < ε 1
T : x = (m(2 + ε) + 4 + ε)
B : x = −(m(2 + ε) + 4 + ε)
The equations of the remaining horizontal lines are xi : y = (4− ε)i, and the equations of
the remaining vertical lines are Ci : x = 4− ε+ (2 + ε)i, and C ′i : − (4− ε+ (2 + ε)i).
The lines L, R, T , and B form a frame for our configuration, whereas α is the “hinge”
for a vertical line to be flipped upside down. There exists a vertical line for each literal,
called literal lines, and two horizontal lines for each clause called clause lines. The literal
lines are equally spaced between L and R, and the clause lines are equally spaced between T
and α, and, between α and B. For each clause line Cj between T and α, there is another
C ′j between α and B, which is symmetrical to Cj with respect to α. See Figure 1 for an
example configuration of straight lines for a NAE3SAT formula with 4 literals and 3 clauses.
Before modeling the whole NAE3SAT formula, we first describe the skeleton of the input
graph, without modeling the relation between the literals and the clauses.
3.2 Skeleton of the input graph
We describe an embedding up to ε flexibility in order to construct the basis of our overall
configuration. In Figure 2, we see the skeleton of an input graph that models a NAE3SAT
formula with 4 literals and 3 clauses. This skeleton is to be embedded onto the straight lines
for that are given in Figure 1. The skeleton is based on seven long induced paths. Six of
those paths are shown vertically, and one of them is showed horizontally. Four of the vertical
paths are labeled as P1, . . . , P4, and the remaining three are labeled as PL, PR, and Pα.
These paths are indicated with blue edges, and blue vertices except the middle vertices. The
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T
α
B
L R
C1
C ′1
C2
C ′2
C3
C ′3
x1 x2 x3 x4
Figure 1 Straight lines for the construction.
middle vertices of PL, PR, P1, . . . P4 are also on Pα, and they are indicated by green color.
P1, . . . , P4 have induced 4-cycles on both ends. The vertices of these 4-cycles that are not on
P1, . . . , P4 are indicated with red color. Each such 4-cycle consists of three red vertices, and
a blue vertex.
Starting from the first edge of PL (respectively PR), each edge is a chord of a 4-cycle
(C4). Throughout the paper, we refer to these 4-cycles with chords as diamonds. Also,
diamonds on PL (respectively PR) causally refers to the diamonds formed by the edges on
PL (respectively PR). In the figure, the vertices of diamonds that are not on PL or PR are
indicated with red color. Each diamond consists of two red vertices, and two blue vertices.
The horizontal path is labeled as Pα. The edges of Pα are indicated by yellow color, and
the vertices on Pα are indicated by alternating green and yellow colors. Each green vertex is
a common vertex of Pα, and a vertical path. In other words, every vertical path on Figure 2
is connected through Pα.
3.3 Embedding of the skeleton onto the frame
Now, let us show that the skeleton given in Figure 2 has a realization as unit disks on the
frame given in Figure 1 up to ε flexibility.
We start by fixing the embedding on the lines α, L and R. Starting from the third vertex
from either end of Pα, every second vertex is a part of an induced 4-star (K1,4). Every pair
of such consecutive 4-stars share a vertex. In Figure 3b, we see a part of Pα, where the
consecutive 4-stars are denoted by red and blue edges. On PL (analogously on PR), there
are consecutive 3-stars (K1,3). Beginning from the second bottommost vertex, each second
vertex is a central vertex of a 3-star until Pα. In Figure 3a, diamonds on PL and PR are
zoomed in, and 3-stars are indicated by blue edges.
I Lemma 3.1. A claw (3-star) can be realized as a unit disk graph on two parallel lines if,
and only if three disks are on one line, and the remaining is on the other.
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PL PR
Pα
P1 P2 P3 P4
Figure 2 Skeleton of an in graph. This particular skeleton is used to model a formula Φ with 4
literals and 3 clauses. The consecutive induced paths, labeled as P1, . . . P4, are to be embedded on
the literal lines x1, . . . x4 in Figure 1 respectively.
I Lemma 3.2. An induced 4-star can be realized as a unit disk graph on two perpendicular
lines, but not on two parallel lines.
(a) (b)
Figure 3 (a) A part of PL (and also PR). The induced 3-stars are denoted by blue edges. (b) A
part of Pα. Consecutive 4-stars are denoted by blue and red edges, in an alternating manner.
Lemma 3.2 shows that Pα can only be realized as unit disks on a series of parallel lines,
and another line perpendicular to them. It remains to show that each one these intersections
must be between a vertical line and α. First, we show that three consecutive diamonds
require a vertical line, and three horizontal lines to be realized as unit disks.
I Lemma 3.3. Consider 12 disks A1, B1, C1, D1, . . . , A3, B3, C3, D3 in clockwise order that
correspond to vertices a1, b1, c1, d1, . . . , a3, b3, c3, d3 on PL, respectively. These vertices form
three consecutive diamonds ♦1, ♦2, ♦3. The edges of the diamonds are aibi, bici, cidi, diai, bidi
for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. In addition, there are edges b1d2 and b2d3 that connect the diamonds.
In this case, for i = 1, 2, 3, each Ai and Ci must be embedded on a horizontal line, and
each Bi and Di must be embedded on a vertical line that intersects the line on which Ai and
Ci are centered.
Proof. Consider two induced claws b1; a1, c1, d2 and b2; a2, c2, d3 on diamonds ♦1 and ♦2.
By Lemma 3.1, we know that an induced claw can be realized as unit disks on at least two
lines. So, we need two lines to embed these vertices.
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First, let us show that those two lines cannot be two parallel lines. Consider A2, B2, D2
are on one line, and C2 is on another parallel line. In that case, the disk A2 must be centered
between the disks B2 and D2. Otherwise, it intersects with either D3 or B1, and these
intersections are not given in the graph. However, if A2 is centered between B2 and D2, then
C2 must intersect with A2 since it has intersections both with B2 and D2. Hence, to realize
a diamond ♦i, Ai and Ci must be on the same line, and, Bi and Di must be on another line
which is perpendicular to the first one.
a1
b1
c1
d1
a2
b2
c2
d2
a3
b3
c3
d3
Figure 4 Three consecutive diamonds.
J
Lemma 3.3 shows that each diamond must be embedded around the intersection of two
perpendicular lines. Now we show that those lines are precisely the intersection of a clause
line with either L or R. In the following lemma, we only consider the induced path PL, as
the arguments apply for PR up to symmetry.
I Lemma 3.4. Given an input graph described in Section 3.2, the following claims hold:
i) The disks that correspond to the vertices on PL must be embedded on L.
ii) The disks that correspond to the vertices on Pα must be embedded on α.
iii) Each four disks that correspond to a diamond on PL must be embedded around an
intersection point between a horizontal line and L.
iv) Each four disks that correspond to a 4-star on Pα must be embedded around an intersection
point between a vertical line and α.
Proof. In our configuration, there are n+ 2 vertical lines, and 2m+ 2 horizontal lines. These
numbers are determined by a given NAE3SAT formula Φ with n literals and m clauses. We
assume that n 6= 2m. In case where n = 2m in a given Φ, we can simply increase the number
horizontal lines by adding L′ above L, and R′ below R. Accordingly, adding 4-cycles at the
end of each Pi where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} will force n 6= 2m. Since a 4-cycle cannot be realized
as a unit interval graph, these 4-cycles will need an extra horizontal line.
In our configuration, Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 show that realizing a diamond, or a
4-star require an intersection of two perpendicular lines. Thus, 2m diamonds must be realized
on a vertical line, around intersections with a 2m horizontal lines. At the same time, n
4-stars must be realized on a horizontal line, around intersection with n vertical lines. In
given Φ, if n < 2m, then there are not enough intersections on a vertical line to embed
Pα. If n > 2m, then there are not enough intersections on a horizontal line to embed PL.
Therefore, the disks that correspond to Pα must be embedded on the line α, and the disks
that correspond to PL must be embedded on L, which means (i) and (ii) hold.
Remember that Pα shares a vertex with each Pi where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Because these
paths must be realized on n parallel lines to be disjoint, the disks that correspond to two
ends of Pα must be embedded on L and R, and the remaining disks that correspond to the
vertices of Pi must be embedded on xi where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Thus, (iii) and (iv) holds. J
In Figure 5, we give the unit disk realization of the skeleton given in Figure 2. The
following remark of the configuration is important for modeling the clauses and literals.
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I Remark. Notice that the pair of disks that form 4-cycles on T and B do not intersect,
even though they are between two vertical lines. We can place the leftmost disk such that it
barely intersects the disks on x1. Then, the centers of each pair of disks can be at distance
(2 + ε)/n, which will yield a proper embedding. However, such an embedding is not possible
if a pair u, v of disks on another horizontal line Ci form disjoint triangles with two pairs b, c
and e, f on vertical lines xj and xj+1. This is because two non-intersecting disks a, c are
embedded on xj are almost intersecting. Thus, a disk cannot be embedded close enough to
form a triangle with b, c and avoid intersection with a.
I Lemma 3.5. The disks that are embedded on a literal line (xi where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}) are
centered between the lines T and B.
Proof. The disks on each literal line xi corresponds to an induced path Pi in the input graph.
At both ends of each Pi, there is an induced 4-cycle. An induced 4-cycle cannot be realized
as unit disks on a single line, as it is not realizable as a unit interval [17]. Therefore, the lines
T and B are needed to realize those 4-cycles, since they are the topmost and bottommost
horizontal lines in the configuration. J
As we have shown how the skeleton of the input graph is forced onto given straight lines,
now we show how we model the literals and the clauses of the corresponding NAE3SAT
formula.
α
L Rx1 x2 x3 x4
B
C ′3
C ′2
C ′1
C1
C2
C3
T
Figure 5 Realization of the graph given in Figure 2.
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3.4 Modeling the clauses and the literals
Given a NAE3SAT formula Φ with n literals and m clauses, we have described how to build
the skeleton of our configuration in previous sections. In this section, we model the relations
between the literals and clauses.
Remember that we use the logic engine scheme [15]. In a logic engine, there are long
arms that can be flipped upside down, and flags on those arms that can face either left or
right. In our configuration, the long arms are the literal lines, and the flags are induced
triangles on clause lines. Suppose a literal line xi intersects with a clause line Cj on point p.
p is roughly the middle point between two consecutive disks A and B on xi (see Lemma 3.5).
Similar to the induced diamonds we used on the fixing lines, we use triangles to model the
literals by placing a disk F on Cj , forming a triangle among A, B, F in the intersection
graph. We refer to these triangles as flags.
On the bottom side of the configuration, which is below α, we have a flag for each
intersection of xi and C ′j . On the opposite side, we have flags for every intersection of a literal
line xi, and a clause line Cj , if xi does not appear in Cj . Thus, if a literal appears in a
clause, there will be a missing flag in the intersection graph. See Figure 6 for an input graph
that corresponds to NAE3SAT formula Φ = (x1 ∨ x3 ∨ x4) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x4) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3).
Pα
PL PR
P1 P2 P3 P4
Figure 6 An input graph that models the NAE3SAT formula (x1 ∨ x3 ∨ x4) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x4) ∧
(x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3). The flag vertices are indicated by orange color. Each missing flag on a Pi indicates
that the literal xi is present in the corresponding clause.
Finally, let us describe how we model the truth assignment of a variable in Φ, and conclude
our proof. Suppose in the given NAE3SAT formula, the literal xi appears in the clause Cj .
Then, in the input graph, the intersection of xi and C ′j will have a flag, but the intersection
of xi and Cj will have a missing flag. The ordering on a literal line can be reversed, flipping
the missing flag from Cj to C ′j . If the missing flag is on Cj , then xi is true, else if the
missing flag is on C ′j , then xi is false.
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In Figure 7, we encode the decision for a variable in our gadget. There are ten disks,
centered at p1, . . . , p9, and u. Let us refer to these disks as 1, . . . , 9 and U respectively.
Suppose that P intersects with two disks, 2 and 3 out of nine. Due to our configuration
given in Section 3.2, nine out of ten centers are almost fixed, and thus the remaining disk, U ,
can be either on a the clause line Cj or the symmetrical line C ′j . Otherwise U will intersect
1 and 4, violating the intersection property. If U is on Cj , the value of P is false, and true
otherwise. When we choose the horizontal line for u, we also choose the ascending order
of disks 1, . . . , 9. Simply put, we flip a literal line upside down to choose the value of the
corresponding literal.
xi
α
p9
p8
p7
p6
p5
p4
p3
p2
p1
u
(a) Value of xi is true
xi
α
p9
p8
p7
p6
p5
p4
p3
p2
p1
u
(b) Value of xi is false
Figure 7 Two different ways to embed the disks on the clause line xi. If u is below α, the xi is
true. If u is above α, then xi is false.
In the configuration, there are flags on the intersections of each xi and each C ′j where
i = 1, 2, . . . , n and j = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Because the configuration is only ε flexible, the disks that
correspond to the disks that correspond to the flag vertices cannot be embedded between any
two consecutive vertical lines (See Remark 3.3). Remember that the truth value of a literal
is determined according to the position of the missing flag on the corresponding literal line.
The diamonds on L and R force each horizontal line to have a missing flag. A missing flag
on each horizontal line means that there must be at least one true and one false literal
in the given NAE3SAT formula. Therefore, given an instance of NAE3SAT has a truth
assignment if, and only if there is a unit disk graph realization of the corresponding input
graph described, on the straight line configuration given in Section 3.1.
Here, we conclude the proof of Theorem 2.2.
4 Classification of axes-parallel unit disk graphs
In this section, we give the classification of APUD(k,m) for various values of k and m. Let
us assume that k ≤ m up to symmetry. If we have a constraint on the distance between a
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pair of lines, then we write it as a subscription. For instance, APUD>c(k,m) denotes the
axes-parallel unit disk graphs on k horizontal and m vertical lines, such that the Euclidean
distance between each pair of parallel lines is strictly greater than c.
Recall from Section 1, that if the disks are centered on only one line, then the intersection
graph is a unit interval graph. The class of unit interval graphs is denoted by UIG. The graphs
that belong to UIG are exactly (Cm+4,K1,3, S3, I3)-free graphs [8]. Therefore, APUD(0, 1) =
UIG holds.
If the unit disks are centered between two parallel lines, then the intersection graph of
those disks is called strip graphs. The class of strip graphs is denoted by SG. Breu showed
that if the Euclidean distance between given parallel lines is less than or equal to
√
3/2,
then the intersection graphs of the unit disks are exactly co-comparability graphs [9]. These
graphs are called
√
3/2-strip graphs, and denoted by SG(
√
3/2). It follows from the proof of
Lemma 3.6 in [9] that APUD=√3/2(0, 2) = SG(
√
3/2).
The following series of lemmas state that the intersection graph of a set of unit disks is
recognizable in polynomial-time if the unit disks are centered on two perpendicular lines.
We use the class of unit interval graphs to prove our theorem.
I Lemma 4.1. Consider two disks A and B, centered on (a, 0) and (b, 0) with 0 < |a| < |b|.
Another disk, C that is centered on (0, c) cannot intersect B without intersecting A.
Proof. Consider the triangle whose corners are (a, 0), (b, 0), and (0, c). If |a| < |b|, then√
a2 + c2 <
√
b2 + c2 holds. For C to intersect A,
√
a2 + c2 ≤ 2 must hold. However, since
|a| < |b|, if √a2 + c2 ≤ 2 holds, then √b2 + c2 ≤ 2 also holds. Thus, C intersects B if, and
only if C intersects A. J
I Lemma 4.2. C5 6∈ APUD(1, 1).
Proof. Let A,B,C,D,E be the disks that form an induced 5-cycle on two perpendicular
lines, with the intersections between the pairs (A,B), (B,C), (C,D), (D,E), (E,A). By the
pigeon hole principle, three of these disks must be on the same line. Without loss of generality,
let A, C, and D be on y = 0 line with centers (a, 0) and (c, 0), and (d, 0), respectively. Up to
symmetry, assume that a < 0 < c < d. The remaining two disks, B and E must be centered
on x = 0. Without loss of generality, assume that e < 0 < b. However, E cannot intersect D
without intersecting C by Lemma 4.1. Hence, a contradiction. J
I Lemma 4.3. Consider two disks A and B, centered on (a, 0) and (b, 0) with a < 0 < b. If
|a| = |b|, then another disk, C that is centered on (0, c) intersects either both, or none.
Proof. Consider the triangle whose corners are (a, 0), (b, 0), and (0, c). If |a| = |b|, then√
a2 + c2 =
√
b2 + c2 holds. For C to intersect A,
√
a2 + c2 ≤ 2 must hold. However, since
|a| = |b|, if √a2 + c2 ≤ 2 holds, then √b2 + c2 ≤ 2 also holds. Thus, C intersects A if, and
only if C intersects B. J
I Lemma 4.4. S4 6∈ APUD(1, 1).
Proof. Let A,B,C,D be the disks that form the central clique of an induced 4-sun on two
perpendicular lines with. By Lemma 4.1, two of these disks must be on one line, and the
remaining two must be on the other line. Without loss of generality, assume that A and C
are on y = 0 line, and B and D are on x = 0 line. Denote the centers of A,B,C,D with
(a, 0), (0, b), (c, 0), (0, d), respectively, and assume that a < 0 < c and d < 0 < b. Let X and
Y be two disks that intersect A,D and B,C, respectively. Clearly, X and Y should be on
the same line, and on the different sides of the clique to avoid intersections with other rays.
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By Lemma 4.3, if |b| = |d|, then X cannot intersect B or D independently. By Lemma 4.1,
if |b| < |d|, then X cannot intersect D without intersecting B. Similarly, if |b| > |d|, then Y
cannot intersect B without intersecting D.
Therefore, a 4-sun cannot be realized as unit disks on two perpendicular lines. J
I Lemma 4.5. K1,5 6∈ APUD(1, 1).
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, we know that four rays a, b, c, d of a 4-star u; a, b, c, d must be on
four different sides of the central vertex u. To complete a 5-star, there must be one more
ray, say e centered on (e, 0). If we can embed e on one of the lines without intersecting any
rays, then we can place another disk on (−e, 0) to form a K1,6. However, a K1,6 cannot be
realized as a unit disk graph. Thus, we have a contradiction. J
Before we state the theorems, let us give a notation that we use. Consider two graph
classes A,B, where A ⊂ B, and two graphs H ∈ A, and G ∈ B. Then, by definition, there
are some induced graphs that can appear in B, but not in A. Suppose that the set of those
induced graphs is Q. Then, we write G − Q ∈ A. This statement is read as “if G has no
instances from the set Q, then G belongs to the class A.” The set Q is called forbidden graphs
of A. In standard definition, a graph G belongs to a graph class if none of the forbidden
graphs appear as an induced subgraph in G. We, on the other hand, define a class where
there can be limited number of forbidden graphs as induced subgraph in G. If we exactly
know that k instances from Q are allowed to be induced subgraphs in A, then we write
G − k ⊗ (Q) ∈ A or H + k ⊗ (Q) ∈ B. These statements can be read as “G would have
belonged to the class A, if there were k less instances from Q,” and “H belongs to B, and will
belong to B even if k instances from Q appear in H,” respectively. As an example, consider
a C5-free graph G with five induced 4-cycles. Then, we can write G− 4⊗ (C4) ∈ chordal.
Given the above notation, we state the following theorem.
I Lemma 4.6. If G ∈ UIG, then G+ 1⊗ ({C4,K1,4, S3, I3, I4}) ∈ APUD(1, 1).
I Theorem 4.7. Given a graph G, if it can be determined in polynomial time whether
G ∈ APUD(1, 1), then it can also be determined whether G ∈ APUD>2(k,m) in polynomial
time.
Proof. Due to the configuration, the Euclidean distance between any two parallel lines is
strictly greater than two. This indicates that a pair of disks on two different parallel lines
cannot intersect. Suppose that G + 1 ⊗ Γ ∈ APUD(1, 1) if, and only if G ∈ UIG where Γ
is the list of induced subgraphs that cannot appear in UIG, but can appear in APUD(1, 1)
only once. Then, since there are k ∗m intersections, and the graphs in Γ can be realized
only around intersection of two perpendicular lines, G+ (k ∗m)⊗ Γ ∈ APUD>2(k,m) holds.
Thus, if we can check the occurrences from Γ in a graph G in polynomial time, then we can
check whether G belongs to APUD>2(k,m) in polynomial time.
Therefore, if the a graph G ∈ APUD(1, 1) can be recognized in polynomial time, then a
graph H ∈ APUD>2(k,m) can also be recognized in polynomial time.
J
5 Further results
In Section 3, we showed that axes-parallel unit disk graph recognition is NP-hard. In this
section, we give some additional results that extend Theorem 2.2.
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I Corollary 5.1. Given a graph G = (V,E), deciding whether G is a unit disk graph is an
NP-hard problem when the size of the largest cycle in G is of length 4.
Proof. In the NP-hardness proof given in Section 3, the largest cycles in the input graph
are diamonds, and induced 4-cycles. The rest of the graph consists of long paths. Since
axes-parallel unit disk graph recognition is a more restricted version of unit disk graph
recognition problem, the claim holds. J
Along with the results we have obtained in 2D, we would like to conclude our results by
giving a trivial reduction for 3D. We define a problem called axes-parallel unit ball graph
recognition, whose definition follows from axes-parallel unit disk graph recognition.
I Definition 5.2 (Axes-parallel unit ball graph recognition). The input is a graph G = (V,E),
where V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, and a set P = {ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρk} of k planes where each plane is
parallel one of x-axis, y-axis or z-axis. The task is to determine whether there exists a
mapping Σ : V → {1, . . . , k} such that there is a realization of G in which v ∈ ρΣ(v) for each
v ∈ V .
I Theorem 5.3. Axes-parallel unit ball graph recognition is an NP-hard problem.
Proof. Consider the graph G = (V,E) given in Figure 6. Make a copy G′ = (V ′, E′) of G
where V ′ = {1′, 2′, . . . , n′}, and u′v′ ∈ E′ if, and only if uv ∈ E. We define the input graph
as G ∪G′ where the vertex set is V ∪ V ′, and the edge set is E ∪ E′ ∪ {vv′ : v ∈ V, v′ ∈ V ′}.
Let the given planes be z = 0 and z = 1 − ε planes as the input. To preserve the
intersections, G is forced to be on z = 0, and G′ is forced to be on z = 1− ε. Thereby, the
triangle flags become triangle prisms, and 4-cycles become cubes. And the NP-harndess
proof given in Section 3 holds. J
In addition to the results given in this section, we have the following conjecture.
I Conjecture 5.4. APUD(0, k) recognition is NP-hard.
This conjecture attempts to answer the question “is the axes-parallel unit disk graph
recognition problem still hard when there are no vertical lines?” which was stated in
Section 2. We conjecture that this problem is also NP-hard because the horizontal lines in
our configurations are only used to determine which literal belongs to which clause. We firmly
believe that instead of defining vertical lines as clause lines, one can describe a configuration
with only horizontal lines, where each consecutive pair of lines represents a literal and its
negation. In this case, the clauses would be represented by gadgets on the bottom of the
configuration, where each clause is realizable if at least one unit disk intersects that gadget.
With the help of reduction given in [4], the reduction should follow when a certificate for
edge crossings is obtained.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we study the unit disk graph recognition, which is a well-known NP-hard
problem. The problem has been extensively studied with restricted domains. In out study, we
considered the problem of unit disk recognition when the disks are restricted to be centered on
a set of axes-parallel straight lines in the Euclidean plane. We proved that axes-parallel unit
disk graph recognition on k horizontal lines, and m vertical lines (APUD(k,m)) is NP-hard
in Section 3, and this hardness result implies some other interesting results discussed in
Section 5. We gave a classification of APUD(k,m) when with some fixed values of k and m
in Section 4.
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As we conclude our paper, we give some open problems for the reader’s consideration:
I Open problem 6.1. Describe a list of minimal forbidden subgraphs for APUD(1, 1).
I Open problem 6.2. Is APUD(k,m) recognition tractable when k and m are fixed?
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A Omitted proofs
A.1 Proof of Lemma 3.1
In [23], it is proved that a unit interval graph cannot appear as a subgraph. We also know
that a unit disk graph cannot contain K1,6 as a subgraph [17]. Thus, it remains to show that
we cannot realize a claw on two parallel lines by embedding two disks on one line, and the
remaining two on the other line.
Suppose three pairwise non-intersecting disks, a, b, c, intersect a fourth disk, u, to form
an induced claw. Without loss of generality, assume that the centers of u, a, b, and c are on
(0, 0), (0,−2), (B, k), (C, k), respectively, and assume that B < C up to symmetry. Note
that we fixed the center of a to obtain the maximum flexibility. In this setting, a and u are
on y = 0 line, and, b and c are on y = k line. We show that no such k exists by contradiction.
Place three more disks, a′, b′ and c′ whose centers are on (0, 2), (B,−k), (C,−k),
respectively. Since there are no pairwise intersections among a, b and c, there will be no
pairwise intersections among a′, b′, and c′. Moreover, if a and b are not intersecting, then a
and b′ are also not intersecting. Symmetrically, there are no pairwise intersections among a′,
b′ and c′.
The described configuration is a K1,6 with vertices u; a, b, c, a′, b′, c′ which cannot be
realized as a unit disk graph. Therefore, we have a contradiction.
A.2 Proof of Lemma 3.2
First part of the proof is trivial. Consider the x = 0 and y = 0 lines as two perpendicular
lines. Four unit disks centered on (0,−(2− ε), ((2− ε), 0), (0, (2− ε), and (−(2− ε), 0) where
0 < ε 1 form an induced 4-star (K1,4).
Now, let us show that an induced 4-star cannot be realized as unit disks on two parallel
lines. By Lemma 3.1, we know that, the disks that correspond to the vertices of an induced
claw can be embedded on two parallel lines if the centers of three disks are collinear. Suppose
that four disks, a, b, c, and u form an induced claw, where u is the central vertex, and a, b, c
are the rays. Without loss of generality, suppose that a, u, and c are centered on (A, 0), (0, 0)
and (C, 0), respectively. Thus, b must be on the second parallel line, say y = k. To complete
a 4-star, we need one more disk, d, centered on either y = 0 or y = k, such that d intersects
u, but none of a, b, and c
Clearly, d cannot be on y = 0 line because u is enclosed by a and c from both sides.
So, suppose that d is centered on (D, k). In this case, we show that no such k exists by
contradiction.
Place two more disks, b′ and d′, centered on (−B, k) and (−D, k), respectively. If b and
d do not intersect, then b′ and d′ also do not intersect. Moreover, since a does not intersect
with b, a also does not intersect with b′. Symmetrically, c, d, c′, and d′ have no pairwise
intersections.
The described configuration is a K1,6 with vertices u; a, b, c, d, b′, d′ which cannot be
realized as a unit disk graph. Therefore, we have a contradiction.
A.3 Proof of Lemma 4.2
Let A,B,C,D,E be the disks that form an induced 5-cycle on two perpendicular lines, with
the intersections between the pairs (A,B), (B,C), (C,D), (D,E), (E,A). By the pigeon hole
principle, three of these disks must be on the same line. Without loss of generality, let A,
C, and D be on y = 0 line with centers (a, 0) and (c, 0), and (d, 0), respectively. Up to
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symmetry, assume that a < 0 < c < d. The remaining two disks, B and E must be centered
on x = 0. Without loss of generality, assume that e < 0 < b. However, E cannot intersect D
without intersecting C by Lemma 4.1. Hence, a contradiction.
A.4 Proof of Lemma 4.6
For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that two given lines are x = 0 and y = 0 lines.
Draw a circle with center point(0, 0), and radius
√
2. The disks that are centered outside
this circle yield four unit interval graphs, since they cannot intersect with each other. So, we
only consider the graphs that can be realized around the intersection.
First, we show that C4,K1,4, S3, I3, I4 are realizable on a APUD(1, 1). By Lemmas 3.2
and 3.5, we know that K1,4 and C4 are realizable on two perpendicular lines. It is trivial to
see that the realizations of I3 and I4. The central cycle of a sunlet can be realized as unit
disks around the intersection, and the disks that correspond to the rays of that sunlet can be
embedded on different lines.
The unit disks centered on (−1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (−1.5, 0), (1.5, 0), (0,−1.5) form an S3.
By Lemma 4.2, we know that a C5 (and thus an I5) cannot be realized as unit disks
on two perpendicular lines. By Lemmas 4.4, and 4.5, we know that S4 and K1,5 cannot be
realized as unit disks on two perpendicular lines.
